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Abstract
Traditional data integration has focused on relational data warehouses as solutions for storage and mining. Such an approach requires
thorough upfront schema considerations and puts a rigid, static, inflexible structure in place which in many cases is already outdated when
becoming operational. With the advent of translational research and science spanning multiple information domains, a dynamic, flexible
and extensible solution is necessary to cope with the demand for knowledge management and data sharing across disciplines. As data from
countless disperse sources (new instruments, files, images, database and web content) are generated in ever-changing formats, new
approaches are required.
This talk will demonstrate how the transition to a semantic data integration, where data are in context with other data, changes the playing
field. Semantic technology provides the toolset required for the new information age in life sciences and clinics. Semantics harmonize
synonyms and nomenclature, and allows for relationship mining, inference and reasoning in a systems approach. Dynamic, flexible
resource description framework (RDF) triples stores, SPARQL endpoints and "linked open data" initiatives are the key in research
demanding global collaboration. Graph representations of merged data correlation networks and mechanistic reference networks allow
identifying classifiers in biomarker discovery and focusing on relevant dimension-reduced subnets. Knowledge from powerful systems
biology-based models fosters understanding of complex biological processes (e.g., diseases & disease states, pre-disposition to certain
biological responses, patient stratification for trials and treatment, predictive risk assessment for tumor growth, organ rejection, and
severity of drug side effects).
Examples of "imprecise connections” across multiple sources provide proof of the semantic capabilities for predictive informatics:
1. Combining and reasoning across experimental and published data to create target profiles identifying effective compounds and warning
of toxic indication.
2. Actionable inferences about disease states and treatments using combined clinical, genomic and molecular phenotypic data to assert
patient-centric personalized medicine.
The new information age in Life Sciences and Clinics has become reality.
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